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CHARACTERISTICS OF ADULT STUDENTS' WRITING 

by Miriam Meyers 

At the 1982 NCTE Convention in Washington, D.C., Richard Larson 

reported on "Where We Have Been Going and Are Going Now in Writing 

about Composition," presumably from his vantage point as editor 

of College Composition and Communication. In his list of five 

items, he included "Studies o u ri es, f Ad lt W ·tr· who they are, what 

special problems they present, and how they can best be approached." 

This interested me because I have been working with what is 

called the returning adult student for twelve years, both in 

writing courses and in other courses in which I place high 

priority on helping students improve their writing. Our writing 

faculty, moreover, keep an eye on the literature in composition, 

nd ted Searches on adult students' writing, and some of us have co uc 

with poor results. 

Much of the research now being reported focusses on what 

adults write on the job, Work in this vein, such as that by 

Odell and Goswami (1981), Van Dyck (1980), and Loris (1982) is 

certainly helpful to us as we think about the situations in 

which our students are most likely to apply what they take away 

from writing instruction, It is not particularly useful, though, 

t th k·11 and needs adult students in directing our attention o es J. s 

bring when they 

My purpose 

returning adult 

come· to us for help. 

here is to add to our sparse knowledge of who 

students are and what their writing is like by 

reporting on some research I have begun on Metropolitan State 

University's diagnostic testing program. 

A word about Metro U is in order. 

The Minnesota Legislature established this upper di vision 

institution in May of 1971. Metro U students are older than the 

22-year-olds and are fully employed, inside 

home, as well as involved, as adults are wont 

traditional 18- to 

or outside of the 

to be, in various other activities. They need flexible, indi

vidualized educational programs that allow them to complete their 

B.A. degrees in ways that take account of their lives and are 

respectful of their previous education. 
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Though most students enrolling at Metro have had at least 

two years of postsecondary education, from the beginning our 

students showed a need for help with their writing, A writing 

program thus developed to meet that need, The curriculum includes 

four developmental writing workshops, two first-level writing 

courses (General Writing and Writing for Work--parallel expository 

writing courses with slightly different emphases), and specialized 

writing courses focussed on professional or avocational (our 

students would say "creative") writing. 

As Metro U e=ollment increased, the need became apparent for 

a systematic way to give students advice about their writing. 

Two years ago, we began a program to test all entering students' 

writing, on a voluntary basis, during the first course students 

take--the Individualized Educational Planning course, It is in 

this course that students plan the upper division portion of 

their B.A, degree programs; only upon successful completion of 

the course is degree candidacy granted. 

Evaluation of each student's writing is based on a writing 

sample on a course-related topic, Three trained readers score 

the sample using a 22-item analytical scoring process, Students 

are then given a diagnostic summary addressing (1) a collective 

readers' judgment of their overall writing skills, (2) an overall 

numerical rating and scores on five aspects of the writing sample: 

punctuation, grammar and diction, sentence structure, organiza

tion, and development, and (3) advice to students about appro

priate ways to improve their writing, including e=ollment in 

courses and workshops and use of the writing tutor. 

Overall judgments on writing skills are based on composite 

scores (each reader scores the sample, then all scores are 

combined) and may be summarized as follows: 0-45, weak; 45-58, 
not well developed; 59-70, satisfactory, but not strong; 71-92, 

significant asset. 

For the research reported here, I chose 100 students 

randomly from the fall 1981 entering class and looked at their 

performance on the diagnostic test and at other characteristics, 

In this sample, the average score was 51,56, the median score 
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51, and the range from 35 to 67, Readers rated the overall 

writing skills of the 100 students as follows: 21% weak, 56% not 

well developed, 2'J/o satisfactory, but not strong. No students 

in this group demonstrated writing skill that readers judged as 

a significant asset, 

Average scores on the five components of the total scores 

were as follows: 

AVERAGE COMPONENT SCORES 

Component 

Punctuation 

Sentence Structure 

Grammar and'Diction 

Organization 

Development 

Score 

13 

12 

11 

11 

10 

These results seem to indicate that, like the younger stu

dents tested in the National Assessment of Educational Progress 

(Whiteman, 1980), adult students have more control of the 

mechanics of writing than of organization and development of ideas. 

The results are consistent as well with Metro U faculty per

ceptions of students' writing competence and with the judgment 

of Metro U's writing program director. Aldrich (1982) found the 

same pattern of problems in adults' writing on the job. 

This pattern of component scores obtains for subgroups within 

the population as well. Those students having overall scores in 

the lowest range and those having overall scores in the highest 

range (in this sample, the satisfactory range), for example, made 

the following average scores on the five components: 

COMPONENT SCORES OF THOSE WITH SCORES 

IN THE 59 - 70 RANGE ("Satisfactory" ) (n=23) 

Punctuation Sentence Structure Diction Organization Development 

16 14 13 13 12 

COMPONENT SCORES OF THOSE WITH SCORES 

IN THE O - 4 5 RANGE {"Weak") (n=21) 

Punctuation Sentence Structure Diction Organization Development 

11 10 9 9 8 
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Demographically, this student sample is close in character

istics to the entire Metro U student population, as established 

by institutional research, The average age of the sample group 

was 34 years, with a range of 36 years: the youngest student in 

the sample was 21, the oldest 57, Forty-six were male, 56 female. 

Eighty-seven percent are employed at least some of the time out

side of the home; of those, 64% work 40 hours a week or more, 

In this particular sample (figures are not available for the 

entire Metro U student population on this point), 3.5% of the 

students had been in college elsewhere during the year, and 64% 

had attended college within the past five years. Only 1.5% had 

not been in college within the past 10 years. These data on last 

experience with college_indicate that the returning adult student 

is typically well accustomed to a college environment, contrary 

to some popular notions. 

A look at average scores of selected groups of students with

in the sample shows little variation from the overall average 

score (51.56). Thus, those students 25 years of age or younger 

(n=lO) had an average score of 50, while those 43 years or older 

(n=l4) had an average score of 52, Similarly, those 24 students 

entering with 135 or more credits (senior status) had an average 

score of 52, while those 33 students entering with 90 or fewer 

credits ( junior status) had an average score of 51. There appears 

to be no relat ionship, furthermore, between writing skill and 

college transferred from. The largest transfer group in this 

particular sample, 37 students from the Minnesota community 

colleges, had an average overall score of 50, while the second 

largest number, 27 students transferring from the University of 

Minnesota, had an average overall score of 50. 

Of the 100 students in the sample, 21% did not achieve 

degree candidacy at Metro U, (The IEP course functions partly 

as a screening device.) The average score of this group was 52, 

compared to the overall sample average of 51.56, 

Most of these returning adult students had postsecondary 

writing instruction before coming to Metro U. · Of those in the 

sample, all but 10 had had at least one college writing course. 

A couple of people had had seven writing courses, The average 
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number of writing courses transferred from other colleges was 

,, 2.22. 
We are interested, naturally, in what writing courses students 

register for after receiving their diagnostic test results. In 

this sample, 20 of those 79 achieving degree candidacy, or one

fourth, registered in one of the subsequent five quarters for a 

first-level writing course. This group's average score on the 

test was 51, 
Seventeen additional writing registrations came out of the 

sample in those five quarters. 
In following up on the testing program, the Metro U writing 

program director found that writing courses and workshop en

rollments increased 53% the first quarter after initiation of 

testing and 150% the second quarter, compared to enrollments 

the previous year. In addition, he tracked 26 randomly selected 

students through testing, writing 

using the same instrument. Every 

about ten increased dramatically. 

courses, and subsequent testing, 

student's score increased, and 

One implication of the data reported here is that development 

and organization of ideas must receive a hefty portion of our 

attention in writing instruction, This is not to say that other 

matters should be ignored; certainly writing products, as well as 

need attention, as these students' scores indicate. processes, 
It may be, however, that we can find ways for adult students, at 

f the Surface edl.ting skills in a selfleast, to pursue some o 

t that We Can devote more of our attention instructional forma so 
to helping them do what is most difficult for them--develop and 

organize ideas. 
Further, it is apparent from our experience at Metro U that 

adults will voluntarily take writing courses if they are given 

information about their writing problems. Metro U requires no 

writing courses, though it strongly recommends instruction when 

appropriate. The writing program is thriving on our recommenda-

tions. 
Finally, it is apparent that writing instruction alone cannot 

Otherwise, the students in this produce competent writers. 
sample, who have had college writing instruction already, would 
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.. 
Evaluating College Writing Programs (So. Ill. U. Press, 1983) 

1 

by Stephen P. Witte and Lester Faigley confronts the problems 

of conducting adequate and valid evaluations. Even though Witte 

be better writers. This sample reminds us that all subject matter 

teachers have an important role to play in convincing students of 

the importance of writing as a way of learning and as a way of com

municating what they know, They will help students write better 

by making writing an integral part of their courses, Models exist 

for such all-institution efforts, including the very fine Minnesota 

Writing Project of which Metro U is a part. I am convinced that 

• and Faigley avoid directiy suggesting methods of evaluation, any 

many people who are committed to good teaching will · · h ff Join sue e ort;_ 
Metro U writing faculty members expect to continue looking at 

our students' writing for interesting correlations and patterns, 

delving more deeply into the issues I have raised in this ex

ploratory study. We would like to see how scores of traditional 

age college students in other institutions and scores of adults al - { 

ready granted the B.A. compare with this group's scores, We 

expect to run more sophisticated statistical analyses of these and 

other data, Finally, we want to look at the kinds of writing tasks 

our students do on the job, how those tasks might influence their 

writing, and how external demands might inform our writing in

struction, This work, we hope, will help us refine our sense, in 

Richard Larson's words, of "Adult Writers: who they are, what 

special problems they present, and how they can best be approached." ! 

Aldrich, Pearl C. Adult Writers: Some Reasons for Ineffec

tive Writing on the Job. College Composition and Communication, 
1982, 33, 284-7. 

( 
I 

person constructing or evaluating a collegiate writing a pro

gram will benefit from the questions raised and the solutions 

suggested. 

In order to supply context for their "theoretical framework 

for evaluating college writing programs"(4), the authors critique 

the two dominant major modes of evaluation. 

They find that the current dominant methods of evaluation, 

1) the expert observer and 2) the quantitative pre-test post-

test essay study fail to provide adequate or valid evaluation of 

a writing program because they are incomplete and subject to bias, 

to say the least(4-7). Witte and Faigley discuss the design, 

execution, and outcomes of four large studies to show that pre

pest test studies, even when well thought-out, fail to address 

enough program concerns, measure too limited effects or, c.ontenting 

themselves with studying theme performance, fail to address process, 

and ignore instructional concerns. 

Adequacy 

Witte and Faigley propose a multiple method approach to evalua

tion which grows out of a framework that 1) specifiE;!S "the 

necessar y components of writing program evaluation" and 2) 

reflects "the interactions among those components"(39). Witte and 
Loris, Michelle. Bringing the Past to the Future: Teaching 

Professional Writing for the Here and Now • . Paper presented at the 

National Council of Teachers of English Convention, Washington, 
D,C., November 1982. 

,. Faigley describe five components: 

1. Cultural and social context 

2, Instututional context 

Odell, Lee, and Goswami, Dixie. Writing in Non-academic 

Settings, final report of work done under grant #NIE-G-78-0224 

of the National Institute of Education, Washington, DC. Sept 1981 . 

Van Dyck, Barrie. On-the-Job Writing of High-Level Business 

Executives: Implications for College Teaching . Paper presented 

at the meeting of the Conference on College Composition and 

Communication, Washington, D.C,, March 1980, ED 185-584. 

Whiteman, Marcia Farr. What We Can Learn from Writing Research: 

A Review of Current Work. Washington, D.C.: National Institute 

of Education, May 1980 (mimeo), _
82

_ 

3, Program structure and administration 

4. Content or curriculum 

5. Instruction 

The effects of writing programs are found, they say, in the 

interaction among all t he components, in process as much as in 

product. While effects may be intended or unintended, a good 

evaluation discovers both. Evaluations they note are frequently 

limited at the outset by very broad goals or mission statements 

which are agreeable to everyone and which substitute for precise, 
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